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revenue, and is collected with the land revenue by the Government collecting staff. On the other hand, the taxes of the municipalities are collected by their own staff, and it is in the municipalities that the arrears of outstanding taxes have gone up so much of recent years.
86. Are there any figures about it ?—Yes, there is a statement here—Appendix K.*
 88.	With   regard   to   local   boards   you   say   the
position is not so serious, for one thing because the
revenue is collected by means of an additional per
centage on land revenue.    Where that method can be
applied it is a very good way ?—A very good way indeed.
 89.	But there is no land revenue in municipalities,
and  therefore you  cannot  apply it ?—You  cannot
apply it.
 90.	Mr. Hartshorn asks this question; which I will
put for him.    Probably there is some limit of time
within which you must pay your taxes—6 months
or something ?—Yes.    They issue notices of demand.
 91.	1918-19 is before the   Montagu   Reforms ?—
Yes, but communal representation began in 1917.
 92.	You attribute it to that ?—Very largely.
 93.	Will you explain to me what the connection
is   between   communal   representation   in   a  muni
cipality and arrears in the collection of revenue ?—
If the majority of the board are of one community
it is very difficult to get them to bring any pressure
on the taxpayers of their community to pay their
taxes.    That is our experience.
94   An unwillingness to pay your rates is by no means peculiar to India !—I know that !
 95.	But we have to pay them.    What is the method
here ?    Is there a power of distraint ?—Yes, but it
is not used very largely.
 96.	It is exercised on the orders of the municipal
council or committee ?—Yes.
 97.	Evidently it is not always used ?—It is  not
sufficiently used, certainly.
 98.	At any rate, you definitely connect that state
of   affairs  with  communal representation ?—I  say
it has. been intensified by that.    It existed before,
of course, but it has got worse.
 99.	Major Attlee :    Originally your  mode of  ad
ministration depended on the Collector ?—Yes.

 100.	He was the Chairman of the Board and very
often of the municipality too.    He was the executive
officer, and he used his staff, I take it, for carrying
on the district board .work ?—Very largely for the
local board work,  but not so  much for municipal
work.    For that he had under Mm a separate muni
cipal staff, paid by the municipality.     He did not
use his revenue staff directly in the municipal area,
but indirectly he was able to exercise a considerable
influence through, them.
 101.	Did he recruit his own municipal staff ?—
Yes, very largely.
 102.	When he was removed you had an honorary
chairman.    Is that chairman practically the execu
tive officer of the district board ?—He has under
him a chief officer who is the real executive officer.
 103.	Who is the official corresponding to the town
clerk ?—The chief officer.   There is a chief officer under
the district board and also tinder the municipality.
 104.	What status has he ?—It depends1 on the
size of the body.    In most local boards he is a man
on Rs. 400 to 500 a month.
 105.	Are there any conditions  laid down as to
qualifications ?    The point at the back of my mind
is this, that in England you have a very strong
municipal civil service consisting of your town clerks
and so on, and a certain standard.    I do not know
now far that obtains in your local board work par
ticularly ?—Under the Major Municipalities Act the
chief officer must be a graduate of a University ox a
qualified engineer.
 106.	And for a district board ?—I do not think
any qualification is actually laid down.
 
 107.	Is there any security of tenure for municipal
officers ?—Yes, these chief officers cannot be removed
except by a two-thirds majority.
 108.	Does  that  apply  to  the  chief  officer  of   a
district board ?—Yes, as far as I remember.
T09. The Chairman : I think you will find what you are looking for at the bottom of page 108* : " The "Chief Officer . . . must be a graduate of a recog-" nised University or a qualified engineer " and so on ?—That is for the municipality.
110. * * * Lord Burnham puts this question : has the sanction of the Minister of the department to be obtained before the officer of the municipality is dismissed, or does the two-thirds vote do it whatever he says ?—The two-thirds vote does it.
 111.	K.S. Abdul Latif Haji Hajrat Khan :   About
the middle of  page  59*   it is  said:   " During the
" past three or four years the growth of Brahmin
" and non-Brahrnin strife in the Deccan and Karnatak
" Districts    and    of    Hindu-Muhammadan    tension
" throughout the Presidency has had a serious effect
" on the administration of local self-governing bodies
" in this Presidency."    Can you point out a single
instance in which the district local board was sus
pended due to Hindu-Muhammadan tension, for in
efficiency ?—No, there has been no instance due to
Hindu-lMuhammedan tension.
 112.	The    Chairman :     You    were    emphasising
Hindu-Muhammadan tension.    Had you some other
tension   in   mind ?—I   meant   Brahmin   and   non-
Brahmin tension.
1J3. K.S. Abdul Latif Haji Hajrat Khan : Have the Muhammadans any voice in the local boards or municipalities ? Are they in a majority ?—In which municipality ?
 114.	Any ?—In Sind.
 115.	I am speaking of the Presidency ?—No, not
in the Presidency anywhere.
 116.	Rao  Saheb Patil:   May I  ask you whether
the case prepared by the Bombay Government was
prepared in consultation with Ministers ?—Yes, it was.
 117.	Do not you think that in the interests of fair
ness when any local body is to be suspended, a fair,
open and impartial inquiry should be made and a
full hearing should be given to the parties concerned
before any  action is taken ?—I think that is the
course generally adopted.
 118.	There is.only a departmental inquiry.    What
I  mean is,   there ought to be  an open,  impartial
inquiry of a judicial nature, practically, so that the
other parties may be given a full chance of presenting-
their case, and then the Government may pass an
Order for suspending the body ?—I think that would
be rather a slow and expensive form of inquiry.
 119.	Slow?~Yes.
 120.	A judicial inquiry a slow inquiry ?—Yes.
 121.	And a departmental inquiry ?—It is quicker,
certainly.
 122.	But in the interests of justice, never mind if
the inquiry is slow;   but in order that fair justice
should be done to the local body, is it not necessary,
in your  opinion, that a judicial inquiry should be-
made before any Order of suspension is passed ?—
That is not my experience.    I think the inquiries-
have been perfectly fair, perfectly straightforward.
123. Rao Saheb Patil: * * * Do not you. •think' that whenever the question of maladministration of a local body arises, after a full inquiry is made, before the body is suspended, the parties concerned-only should be taken to task, and the body represented should not be deprived of the right of franchise. That should be by election*, do not you think so ?— I am afraid I cannot agree. What you mean is, yc .1 prefer dissolution; you think dissolution should be tried before supersession. You advocate dissolution rather than supersession ?
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